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Searches with Likelihood ratio

CMS-PAS-B2G-16-022

H0: =0, H1: >0

Neyman-Pearson:
L(H1)/L(H0)
 max. power test
 Use for discovery
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Searches with Likelihood ratio

H0: =0, H1: >0

Neyman-Pearson:
L(H1)/L(H0)
 max. power test
 Use for discovery

What if the 
background is 
mismodelled?

 Don’t trust a 
damn thing !!
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Searches with Likelihood ratio

H0: =0, H1: >0

Neyman-Pearson:
L(H1)/L(H0)
 max. power test
 Use for discovery

Proper modelling of 
background over whole 
range is essential  do 
GOF-tests for H0!

CMS-PAS-B2G-16-022
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Searches with Likelihood ratio

H0: =0, H1: >0

Neyman-Pearson:
L(H1)/L(H0)
 max. power test
 Use for discovery

Proper modelling of 
background over whole 
range is essential  do 
GOF-tests for H0!

CMS-PAS-B2G-16-022

Make also sense outside 
blinded signal region!



Goodness-Of-Fit Tests in ATLAS and CMS searches
arXiv:1509.06051v2

“This test (optical pull 
inspection) shows good 
agreement between data 
and SM ”

 Optical inspection of bin-wise pulls is crucial but should do 
also global tests as discussed in the following slides!
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W’  tb

Similar  ATLAS example in backup
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Goodness-Of-Fit Tests – basics
Basic question: how well does H0 describe the data?
ni

For GOF tests with binned data: 
compare observed event numbers ni

with expectation values fi

 Since no H1 specified  many different GOF tests possible

f
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2 throws away all sign and order info  not very sensitive to 
correlated shifts in a certain region.

 apply further GOF tests to check all data/model facets!

Goodness-Of-Fit Test – tests

correlated +shifts  
2 = 20.1 2 = 24.2

Note: p-values for :   TMath::Prob(obsndf) 
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Test result ok  

GOF-tests: exemplary analysis 

Likelihood ratio 
improved 2 test    

Hypothetical pp data@100 TeV

S. Baker & R.D. Cousins,
NIM 221 (1984) 437 

Analysed
with CMS

combine tool  

Saturated model    
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Test result bad!  

Kolgomorov-
Smirnov test     

correlated shift?    

GOF-tests: exemplary analysis 

Analysed
with CMS

combine tool  

Hypothetical pp data@100 TeV
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Anderson-
Darling test     

Test result bad!  

Analysed
with CMS

combine tool  

GOF-tests: exemplary analysis Hypothetical pp data@100 TeV

correlated shift?    
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Perform GOF tests through various analysis stages:
 Control plots (!)
 Signal Extraction (!!)
 Comparisons to theory (!!)
essential for understanding/control of analysis 

results and theory!

Apply ≥ two different tests, e.g and K.S.

Goodness-Of-Fit Test – final recommendations 

Further literature:
 R. Cousins, http://cousins.web.cern.ch/cousins/ongoodness6march2016.pdf
 W. Rolke,   https://indico.desy.de/indico/event/16328/contribution/16/material/paper/0.pdf
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5. Other things: Signal shape, Binning, Fit-range, few don’ts 



H1: need more 
background pars      

H0: p1 is a good model     
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Hypotheses



H1: need more 
background pars      

H0: p1 is a good model     
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LR = L(H1)/L(H0) provides optimal 
test (Neyman-Pearson)

Choose optimal parametrisation
based on GOF+LR tests

Hypotheses
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#of background fit pars – How many are needed?

Fit function: 
gauss+p0

= 2880 

 Very poor fit: TMath::Prob(2880,38) = 0. 
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Fit function: 
gauss+p1

= 34.7 

 Reasonable      TMath::Prob(34.7,37) = 0.58 

= -2845.3 

Should we 
stop here?

#of background fit pars 
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Fit function: 
gauss+p2

= 26.0 

 Reasonable      TMath::Prob(26.0,36) = 0.89 

 = -8.7 

Should we 
stop here?

#of background fit pars 
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Fit function: 
gauss+p3

= 24.0 

 Reasonable      TMath::Prob(24.0,35) = 0.92

 = -2.0 

Lets stop 
here  

#of background fit pars 
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g+p0

= 24.0 

TMath::Prob(8.7,1) = 0.003  g+p2  favoured over g+p1
Tmath::Prob(2.0,1) = 0.15   g+p3  not favoured over g+p2 

 = -2.0 

= 26.0  = -8.7 

= 34.7  = -2845.3 

= 2880 

g+p1

g+p2

g+p3

H0 Hypo: Additional parameter not needed (= zero)

If H0 correct then according to Wilks’ theorem: – should
follow 2 function with ndf=1  (in asymptotic regime of large n)

When to stop adding further parameters?

See also: www.pd.infn.it/~dorigo/rolkelrvsftest.pdf

#of background fit pars 



H0: Additional parameters (as predicted by H1)  not 
needed (= zero)
If H0 correct then according to Wilks’ theorem:    
– = -2ln[L(H1)/L(H0)] should follow for n
2 function with ndf = #added parameters 
(e.g. ndf = 3 for p2  p5)
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Wilks’ theorem 

Wilks’ theorem only applies for nested hypotheses:
 H0: 1st order polynomial  H1: 2nd order 

polynomial
H0: 1st order polynomial  H1:  a·exp(bx+cx2)

Samuel S. Wilks
(1906-1964) 

Pol2

Pol3



Optimal background parametrisation - Summary 
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Stop adding parameters k  k+1 when 
 .
 .

Another test for          vs      
 Fisher F-test
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The bible: “Asymptotic formulae for likelihood-based tests of new physics” 
G. Cowan, K. Cranmer, E. Gross, O. Vitells, arXiv:1007.1727

Peak significance 
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Assumptions: Known background, signal position 
+ width and ~asympotics (large n)

According to Wilks’ theorem get local signal significance from 

-should follow 2 distribution with 1 ndf if H0 correct
= 7.1 is the gaussian z-score, p-value: 5·10-13

= -51 (for above case) 

H1H0
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Simultaneous fit of s and b in signal and control regions 

b b

s+b
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b b

s+b Question: how to 
estimate significance 

and confidence 
interval for s when 

we have also to 
estimate nuisance 

parameter b?

Simultaneous fit of s and b in signal and control regions 
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Profile likelihood method 

-2ln(L/Lmax) 

≈ 68% C.L. interval for s 
from points with =1






minimal  
for given s  

≙ profiled L 

contours

Z = sqrt(2.3) =1.5
≡ Significance 

Minos technique (Minuit), in CMS we 
recommend to cite EPJ C75 (2015) 212

b b

s+b
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-2ln(L/Lmax) 

≈ 68% C.L. interval for s 
from points with =1







≙ profiled L 

contours

Z = sqrt(2.3) =1.5
≡ Significance 

Minos technique (Minuit), in CMS we 
recommend to cite EPJ C75 (2015) 212

b b

s+b

Warning: Formulae hold asymptotically 
(N∞) For low stat. cases may need to 
switch to toy experiments

Profile likelihood method 

minimal  
for given s  
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Discrete profiling method
P. Dauncey, M. Kenzie, N. Wardle and G. Davies 
JINST 10 P04015 [arXiv:1408.6865]

Fit gaussian signal + exponential background

Parameters: x = signal mass; = 
background exponential slope (nuisance) 

Standard Profile likelihood:
Scan -2ln(L/Lmax) vs x

 contours

Fixed 
to best fit

68% C.L. interval
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Play around with nuisance parameter

Fix  to a few random 
values  red dashed lines
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Play around with nuisance parameter

Fix  to many random values 
 more red dashed lines

Draw minimum envelope (green line)
 begin to recover original curve
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Play around with nuisance parameter

Fix  to huge number of  random 
values  more red dashed lines

Minimum envelope = original curve
 Can replace continuous nuisance pars with set of discrete pars 



Minimum envelope provides:
• best fit value   
• Confidence interval (
• Systematic from background model choice 36

Generalise minimum envelope 

Fit signal-model + background

Test background functions with same #fit parameters

 = -2ln[L(n|f)/L(n|n)]



Minimum envelope provides:
• best fit value   
• Confidence interval (
• Systematic from background model choice 37

Fit signal-model + background

Test background functions with same #fit parametersAre we yet at the beach?

NO!

Generalise minimum envelope 
 = -2ln[L(n|f)/L(n|n)]
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Bias and Coverage 

Generate toy MC from various background hypotheses and study 
bias and coverage† of fitted as function of generated true 

†Coverage: correct coverage means that in 68.3% of repeated experiments the 
true parameter value is contained within the estimated  1 sigma region. 

Minimum envelope provides small bias and good coverage 

Bias
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Test background functions of different orders

 need to correct  for different npars

 = -2ln(L) + c npars c=1 “approximate p-value correction” 

Minimum envelope: 
functions with large 
#fit parameters
(npars) yield lower 
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 scans vs  and min. envelope  = -2ln(L) + c npars;  c=1

Best fit: 2 parameter power law 

Choice of c: 
• Large, e.g. 5   prefer lower order functions  potential biases
• Small, e.g. 0.1 prefer higher order functions blow up stat



Summary of Discrete Profile Likelihood method 
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 Method shows good coverage in toy experiments  perform toy 
experiments for your specific analyses

 Choices (open questions):
 function models to include?
 c term

 Method has been used e.g.
in CMS H   analysis

EPJ. C74 (2014) 3076
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Signal shape – example J/psi  

9 Super Layers drift chamber

Event 1

Event 2
M() resolution better for central 

than for backward muon tracks
Need three gaussians + radiative 

tail to describe to the total signal!
 Life can be complicateD

All events
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x = 0.25 x = 0.5

x = 1

Fits – choice of binning 

x = 2.5

Ns = 191.7  24.5 Ns = 191.3  24.5

Ns = 191.7  24.5 Ns = 191.7  30.0

A binning of ~0.5seems here a good compromise, 
small information loss, good “visibility”

 = 0.02
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Fits – choice of fit-range 

Suprisingly (?) mild statistical error increase for shorter interval
 interval choice: need to balance stat. and shape syst. uncertainties 

[3.5 ,4.5] [3.8 ,4.2] 

Ns = 191.2  24.5 Ns = 191.2  25.7

Ns-Nb correlation 
coefficient:

= -0.23 = -0.37
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Fits – choice of fit-range – REal Spectroscopy 

For fitting second peak using 
interval [10,45] MeV would 
be ok, weak constraints from 
region below 10 MeV

PRL 114, (2015) 062004 Observation of two new b- resonances PRL 118, (2017) 182001 Observation of 5 new c0 states

Complex overlapping bump 
structure, need simultaneous 
fit over full region shown
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Signal Fits – Do’s and Don’ts

Fit s+b model to event counts 
in signal and control regions 
(Poisson based likelihood)

 first subtract background and 
then fit signal  Gaussian 
approximations biased results

Neglecting signal component in 
control regions  can lead to 
underestimation of signal

Tune event selection 
maximising observed 
significance  biased!!!          
 Tune with MC,                 
NEVER with real data!

arXiv:1808.09054
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Summary

Stop adding pars when
ok and doesn’t improve

 use profile likelihood 

 Adjust to your specific case/needs, avoid subtractions

Do ≥ 2 tests, e.g.       and KS

Discrete 
profiling   
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Backup slides  



p-values vs significance z
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Gaussian 1-sided tail probability

p = 10-9 

 corresponds to z=6

6



Goodness-Of-Fit Tests in ATLAS and CMS searches

“Good agreement 
(optical inspection of ratio) 
between the data and the 
background prediction”

ATLAS-CONF-2016-062

51

Diboson resonance
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Goodness of Fit - Run test  Idea: count runs = regions
with same sign of deviation

Runs

r    = #runs
N+ = #bins  data>model
N_ = #bins  data<model

r  should follow Binomial statist.

Approximate
Significance

 Easy to do test!

Example from “Data Analysis in High Energy Physics”  Wiley-VCH
Edited by O.B., K. Kroeninger, G. Schott, T. Schoerner-Sadenius

Here: r=6, E(r)=10.62.1  
 p-value = 0.0285
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Background shape systematics: intro+spurious signal
Conventional shape systematics:
• repeat fits with different functions (e.g. 

polynomials, exponential) 
• changes on signal strength

Spurious signal idea†: absorb systematics in 
fit function
with = extra fit par. for spurious signal 

 effective way of treating systematics as statistical uncertainty 
Perhaps looks a bit ‘ugly’?

constraint on ’
† arXiv:1408.7084 
Phys. Rev. D90, 112015 (2014) 
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Spurious signal in practice

Determine  from MC background toys 
• generate with one function  fit with another function + signal

signal

true background

signal 
strength

bias*
background
model

*too little signal measured in this case

arXiv:1408.7084 
Phys. Rev. D90, 112015 (2014) 

 Lets look now at another method used in CMS



Fit with scanned peak position, fixed S 
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Fixed Free 

 2 has many local minima related to (non-linear) gaussian function
 Need to scan whole range to find global minimum

Example from “Data Analysis in High Energy Physics”  
Wiley-VCH Edited by O.B., K. Kroeninger, G. Schott, T. 
Schoerner-Sadenius



Look Elsewhere Effect
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Probability of upward background fluctuation
• at that place = local p-value
• ‘anywhere’   = global p-value

Global p > Local p

Where is `anywhere’?
a) Any location in this histogram in sensible range
b) Also in histogram produced with different cuts, binning, etc. 
c)  Also in other plausible histograms for this analysis
d) Also in other searches in this PHYSICS group (e.g. SUSY at CMS)
e) In any search in this experiment (e.g. CMS)
f) In all CERN expts (e.g. LHC expts + NA62 + OPERA + ASACUSA + ….)
g) In all HEP expts

© Louis Lyons 

INFORMAL CONSENSUS: 
Quote local p, and global p according to a) above. Explain which global p



SEARCH SURPRISE IMPACT LEE SYSTEMATICS No. σ

Higgs search Medium Very high M Medium 5

Single top No Low No No 3

SUSY … … … … …

Bs oscillations Medium/Low Medium Δm No 4

Neutrino  osc Medium High sin22ϑ, Δm2 No 4

Bs μ μ No Low/Medium No Medium 3

Pentaquark … … … … …

(g‐2)μ anom Yes High No Yes 4

H spin ≠ 0 … … … … .

4th gen q, l, ν … … … … .

Dark energy Yes Very high Strength Yes 5

Grav Waves No High Enormous Yes 8
57

How many  for discovery? Judge yourself for … cases 
©

 Louis Lyons 

Apply subconscious Bayes factor p(H1|x)/p(H0|x) * LEE * Worries about Systematics 



SEARCH SURPRISE IMPACT LEE SYSTEMATICS No. σ

Higgs search Medium Very high M Medium 5

Single top No Low No No 3

SUSY Yes Very high Very large Yes 7

Bs oscillations Medium/Low Medium Δm No 4

Neutrino  osc Medium High sin22ϑ, Δm2 No 4

Bs μ μ No Low/Medium No Medium 3

Pentaquark Yes High/V. high M, decay 
mode

Medium 7

(g‐2)μ anom Yes High No Yes 4

H spin ≠ 0 Yes High No Medium 5

4th gen q, l, ν Yes High M, mode No 6

Dark energy Yes Very high Strength Yes 5

Grav Waves No High Enormous Yes 8 58

How many  for discovery? © Louis Lyons 

Apply subconscious Bayes factor p(H1|x)/p(H0|x) * LEE * Worries about Systematics 
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Look Elsewhere effect useful papers

“Trial factors for the look elsewhere effect in high energy 
physics”  Ofer Vitells, Eilam Gross, physics arXiv:1005.1891

“Estimating the significance of a signal in a multi-dimensional 
search” Ofer Vitells, Eilam Gross, astro-ph arXiv:1105.4355


